Two theorems on the existence of tangential boundary values for harmonic functions on the disk are proved. One theorem is proved classically and the other is proved utilizing results concerning the maximal ideal space of H".
Introduction.
The classical Fatou Theorem gives a condition which insures that a harmonic function on the unit disk D, D={z\ \z\ <l}, shall have a nontangential boundary value at a point of the boundary d, d = {z\ 12| = 1}. By a nontangential arc we mean the following. Let 0=0(7) and r = r(y) be two continuous functions on [0, 1] with 0(1) =0O and r(l) = 1 such that 0^r(y)<l for 0 ^ 7 < 1. ThearcT(y) given by T:z(y) = r(y)e"M is nontangential at z0 = eie<> if (0(7)-0O)/(1-r(y)) is bounded for 0 ^7 < 1. r is said to be upper tangential at e*'9» if ,. 0(7) -0o hm -= oo .
r-»i" 1 -r(y)
It is no restriction to suppose 0o = O and we shall always make this assumption. Let F(0) =f(eie), -ir<0^ir, be an Z1 function and suppose that/is the Poisson integral of Fin D,
If
(1 -r2)F(t) f(re») = --J-^-dt = (Pr * F)($). 2irJ-r 1 -2r cos(0 -0 + r2
Then / is called the harmonic extension of F and F is the boundary function of/. Fatou's Theorem states that if 1 r* (1) lim -I F(t)dt = a e->o 0 J o then/(2)->a as 2->1 along any nontangential arc V. Condition (1) is both necessary and sufficient for this to happen in the case that / is a bounded harmonie function, and if / is a bounded analytic function (in Hm(D)) then even the one-sided condition (2) 1 r« lim -I F(t)dt = a 0-0+ 0 J n is necessary and sufficient in order that/ have limit a along each nontangential arc T. See Loomis [2] for this converse of Fatou's Theorem, or for a simple proof in the special case when/GZ/00 ; see Boehme, Rosenfeld, and Weiss [l].
We shall show in §2 that whenever (1) holds/(z) also tends to a along every arc T which is "not too tangential". The order of tangency is determined by the quantity 0/(1-r). Let
In §2 we show that if (1) holds (and thus A(0)->O as 0->O) and T is any upper tangential arc such that
then / tends to a along V. In particular / tends to zero in a region which is strictly larger than any Stolz region. In §4 we show that even in the case of H" the o in our theorem cannot be changed to 0.
In §3 we restrict ourselves to bounded functions and we are interested in those functions such that If T is an upper tangential arc at 1 such that (4) holds then f(z) -*a as 2->1 alongT.
We need two lemmas to prove the theorem.
Lemma 2.1. IfTis tangential tod at 1 then6Pr(0)-»0 as 2->1 along T.
Proof of Lemma 2.1. as z->1 along T, where /i, I2, and I3 are the first, second, and third integrals, respectively, in the above equation. We shall first show that Ii and I3 tend to zero along any arc which is tangential to d at 1 when (i) holds, and then show that I2 tends to a along the arcs prescribed by the theorem when (ii) holds.
We can without loss of generality suppose a = 0. Because of assumption (i) in the theorem we have |/i(r,0)| ^ bJ \tP!(6-t)\dt. Remarks. In §4 we will point out how neither of the two theorems, Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 3.1, includes the other and that they each are in a sense best possible. For now it will be well to mention the relationship of these theorems to results of Tsuji and Tanaka. The (9) _~_7=,0(7) asz->l,|z-(l-p)|=, Thus our Theorem 2.1 says that/(z)-»0 along any arc which is less tangent than every circle \z-(1-p)| =p, 0<p<l. This is the best possible result for this / since / has constant absolute value on each such circle. In fact If the A in Theorem 2.1 or 5 in Theorem 3.1 could be replaced by M(F, 20) then both theorems would result from that one theorem, but we have not been able to prove this result or to find a counterexample and we must leave it as an open question.
